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Abstract

The large scale of pre-trained language mod-
els poses a challenge for their deployment on
various devices, with a growing emphasis on
methods to compress these models, particu-
larly knowledge distillation. However, cur-
rent knowledge distillation methods rely on
the model’s intermediate layer features and
the golden labels (also called hard labels),
which usually require aligned model archi-
tecture and enough labeled data respectively.
Moreover, the parameters of vocabulary are
usually neglected in existing methods. To ad-
dress these problems, we propose a general
language model distillation (GLMD) method
that performs two-stage word prediction distil-
lation and vocabulary compression, which is
simple and surprisingly shows extremely strong
performance. Specifically, GLMD supports
more general application scenarios by elimi-
nating the constraints of dimension and struc-
ture between models and the need for labeled
datasets through the absence of intermediate
layers and golden labels. Meanwhile, based on
the long-tailed distribution of word frequencies
in the data, GLMD designs a strategy of vocab-
ulary compression through decreasing vocabu-
lary size instead of dimensionality. Experimen-
tal results show that our method outperforms
25 state-of-the-art methods on the SuperGLUE
benchmark, achieving an average score that
surpasses the best method by 3%. 1

1 Introduction

The exponential increase in the scale of pre-trained
language models has impeded their deployment on
a wider range of devices. To mitigate the inference
cost of large-scale pre-trained language models,
researchers have increasingly focused on model
compression methods, aiming to compress a large

*This work was done when the author visited Zhipu.AI.
†Corresponding authors.
1The code is available at https://github.com/aitsc/

GLMKD.

model into a small one with as little performance
loss as possible (Li et al., 2022). While model
compression can yield very small models, main-
taining performance without degradation is still a
challenging task, particularly when the large and
small models have a significant discrepancy in pa-
rameter size (Li et al., 2021). There are various
methods of model compression (Wang and Yoon,
2022), including network pruning (Huang et al.,
2022), quantization (Boo et al., 2021), neural ar-
chitecture search (Elsken et al., 2019), parameter
sharing (Lan et al., 2020), matrix decomposition
(Tahaei et al., 2022), and knowledge distillation
(Liu et al., 2022b; Zhang et al., 2022) etc. Cur-
rently, knowledge distillation is an important re-
search direction, which allows for the transfer of
knowledge from a large model (the teacher) to a
small one (the student).

There are two main optimization objectives of
the earliest knowledge distillation methods (Hinton
et al., 2015): increasing the similarity between the
student’s prediction probabilities for the task and
those of the teacher (soft targets); increasing the
similarity between the student’s predictions and the
golden labels (hard targets). When the knowledge
distillation method is applied to language models,
there are typically two directions for improvement:
leveraging the intermediate layer features of the
teacher model, such as hidden states and attention,
to obtain additional hidden state knowledge (Sun
et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2022a); and refining the
two objectives (soft targets and hard targets) and
weights of objectives (Lu et al., 2021; Zhou et al.,
2022). As shown in Table 1, these methods all rely
on intermediate layer features or hard labels of the
model. However, using intermediate layer features
and hard labels is often accompanied by certain
limitations, such as the requirement for the teacher
and student models to have the same structure and
dimensions, or the need for additional data and la-
bels. These limitations make the implementation
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Methods Inter Soft Hard
PKD (Sun et al., 2019) ✓ ✓ ✓

DistilBERT (Sanh et al., 2019) ✓ ✓ ✓
Theseus (Xu et al., 2020) ✓ ✓

TinyBERT (Jiao et al., 2020) ✓ ✓
SID (Aguilar et al., 2020) ✓ ✓

MobileBERT (Sun et al., 2020b) ✓ ✓
CoDIR (Sun et al., 2020a) ✓ ✓ ✓

MiniLM (Wang et al., 2020) ✓
MiniLMv2 (Wang et al., 2021) ✓
ALP-KD (Passban et al., 2021) ✓ ✓ ✓

LRC-BERT (Fu et al., 2021) ✓ ✓ ✓
Annealing-KD (Jafari et al., 2021) ✓ ✓

CKD (Park et al., 2021) ✓ ✓ ✓
Universal-KD (Wu et al., 2021b) ✓ ✓ ✓

Meta-KD (Pan et al., 2021) ✓ ✓
HRKD (Dong et al., 2021) ✓ ✓
RW-KD (Lu et al., 2021) ✓ ✓

MetaDistil (Zhou et al., 2022) ✓ ✓
DIITO (Wu et al., 2022) ✓ ✓ ✓

Continuation-KD (Jafari et al., 2022) ✓ ✓
RAIL-KD (Haidar et al., 2022) ✓ ✓ ✓

MGSKD (Liu et al., 2022a) ✓ ✓
TMKD (Yang et al., 2020) ✓ ✓

MT-BERT (Wu et al., 2021a) ✓ ✓ ✓
RL-KD (Yuan et al., 2021) ✓ ✓
Uncertainty (Li et al., 2021) ✓ ✓

Table 1: Almost all knowledge distillation methods for
language models are based on either intermediate layer
features (Inter) or hard labels (Hard). Soft denotes soft
labels, specifically, the logits of the teacher model in
downstream task loss.

of distillation complex and hinder the applicabil-
ity of these methods to a wider range of models
and data. Moreover, existing methods often reduce
the parameter scale of the model by decreasing the
number of layers and hidden dimensions, neglect-
ing the impact of vocabulary size.

To address these problems, we propose a general
language model distillation (GLMD) method that
performs two-stage (pre-training and task-specific
stages) word prediction distillation and vocabu-
lary compression. Specifically, GLMD distills the
model using only the language modeling word pre-
diction logits during the pre-training stage, which
is similar to the soft labels used in general meth-
ods. The key to this stage is that we distill both
masked and unmasked tokens. In the task-specific
stage (fine-tuning), GLMD distills both the lan-
guage modeling word prediction logits and the soft
labels. The language modeling word prediction
logits is crucial in this stage, making the distilla-
tion more consistent between the pre-training and
task-specific stages. In these two stages, GLMD
eliminates the need for complicated intermediate
layers and golden labels and does not require the

selection of intermediate layers or labeled dataset.
Meanwhile, GLMD uses the teacher vocabulary to
map low-frequency words to the most similar high-
frequency words, further compressing the model
with almost no performance loss.

In summary, our major contributions are:

• We propose a general language model dis-
tillation (GLMD) method that saves the te-
dious work on intermediate layer features and
golden labels, and does not require the selec-
tion of intermediate layers or labeled dataset.
We demonstrate through analysis that GLMD
allows models to autonomously learn interme-
diate layer features that are similar to those of
the teacher.

• We propose a vocabulary compression strat-
egy based on the long-tailed distribution of
words in data, which reduces the vocabu-
lary size without reducing dimensions of the
model. Additionally, our vocabulary compres-
sion strategy can be used in conjunction with
other dimensionality reduction strategies with
very little performance loss.

• We verify that GLMD outperforms 25 state-
of-the-art model distillation methods on the
SuperGLUE benchmark, achieving an aver-
age score that surpasses the best method by
3%. Furthermore, our vocabulary compres-
sion strategy also outperforms other 2 dimen-
sionality reduction strategies. We also investi-
gate distillation of ultra-large-scale language
models (10B-scale) for the first time.

2 Related work

Language Model Distillation Since the intro-
duction of knowledge distillation to pre-trained
language models by PKD (Sun et al., 2019), an
increasing number of researchers have recognized
the importance of knowledge distillation. During
the early stage of the research, PD (Turc et al.,
2019) employed simple baseline (soft targets) distil-
lation for language models, resulting in a relatively
limited transfer of knowledge for the model. Subse-
quent research had primarily focused on the use of
intermediate layer features in language models (Xu
et al., 2020; Sanh et al., 2019), including distilla-
tion of models during pre-training stage (Sun et al.,
2020b), task-specific stage (Aguilar et al., 2020),
and two-stage (Jiao et al., 2020) approaches. Given
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the typically large amount of intermediate layer fea-
tures, some work had utilized features from only a
single intermediate layer (Wang et al., 2020, 2021),
while other work had examined methods for reduc-
ing the scale of features (Liu et al., 2021). Recent
work has explored ways to utilize better intermedi-
ate layer features, for example, CoDIR (Sun et al.,
2020a) and LRC-BERT (Fu et al., 2021) utilized
cross-sample feature relationships through con-
trastive learning; ALP-KD (Passban et al., 2021)
and Universal-KD (Wu et al., 2021b) combined all
intermediate layer features through attention mech-
anisms; Meta-KD (Pan et al., 2021) and HRKD
(Dong et al., 2021) used meta-learning to assign
appropriate weights to intermediate layer features;
RAIL-KD (Haidar et al., 2022) randomly selected
different intermediate layers for distillation; CKD
(Park et al., 2021) and MGSKD (Liu et al., 2022a)
used some variety of similarity calculation meth-
ods for intermediate layer features; DIITO (Wu
et al., 2022) allowed student models to learn coun-
terfactual outputs by swapping intermediate layer
features between different samples.

However, the use of intermediate layer features
has additional limitations, such as requiring the
same model structure (Sun et al., 2020b) for both
teacher and student, or requiring linear transforma-
tions (Jiao et al., 2020) to ensure consistency in di-
mensions between teacher and student. There were
also methods that only used soft and hard targets,
for example, Annealing-KD (Jafari et al., 2021)
and Continuation-KD (Jafari et al., 2022) gradu-
ally increased the weight of soft targets through
simulated annealing; RW-KD (Lu et al., 2021) ad-
justed the weight of soft and hard targets through
meta-learning and a dev set; MetaDistil (Zhou et al.,
2022) allowed the teacher to learn how to output
better soft labels through meta-learning and a quiz
set. These approaches relied on hard labels and
may have even required additional datasets for par-
titioning. Additionally, there had been approaches
that distilled multiple teachers (Yang et al., 2020;
Wu et al., 2021a; Yuan et al., 2021; Li et al., 2021)
or teacher assistants (Mirzadeh et al., 2020; Son
et al., 2021) at the same time, but they still re-
lied on intermediate layer features or hard labels.
In comparison, GLMD can achieve the strongest
performance in a more broadly applicable context
without intermediate layer features or hard labels.

Vocabulary Compression Vocabulary compres-
sion refers to reducing the parameter size of the

vocabulary in a language model. In the knowl-
edge distillation of language models, reducing the
parameter size of the model is mainly used to re-
duce the number of model layers or dimensions
(Jiao et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2021). MobileBERT
(Sun et al., 2020b) and ALBERT (Lan et al., 2020)
independently reduced the dimensions of the vo-
cabulary to achieve vocabulary compression. Mo-
bileBERT needed to restore the dimension of the
vocabulary in the calculation of the pre-training
loss due to the requirement to ensure consistency
between the vocabulary dimension and the model
output dimension. On the other hand, ALBERT
used a linear layer to alter the output dimension
of the model. However, these vocabulary com-
pression methods only reduced the dimensionality
and ultimately required dimensionality restoration.
In contrast, our vocabulary compression method
reduces the number of words through mapping, fur-
ther compressing the model with almost no impact
on performance.

3 Preliminaries

In this section, we introduce the objective function
for knowledge distillation of language models, and
formalize the language modeling word prediction
logits.

3.1 Knowledge Distillation
Knowledge distillation aims to transfer the knowl-
edge of the teacher T to the student S. The knowl-
edge and transfer method can be formalized as
model features and distance metrics respectively.
Formally, knowledge distillation for language mod-
els typically consists of the following three objec-
tive functions:

Lsoft = τ2KL(σ(fS
l (x)/τ), σ(f

T
l (x)/τ))

Lhard = CE(σ(fS
l (x)),y)

Linter = d(fS(HS), fT (HT ))

(1)

where τ denotes the softening parameter (temper-
ature), KL(·, ·) denotes the KL divergence, σ de-
notes the softmax function, x ∈ Rl denotes the
input sequence (token ids) of length l for the lan-
guage model, fS

l (x) and fT
l (x) denote the logits

output by the student and the teacher before com-
puting the task loss respectively, CE(·, ·) denotes
the cross entropy, y denotes the hard labels, d(·)
denotes the distance metric (e.g., KL divergence
and mean square error), HS and HT denote the
intermediate layer features (e.g., hidden states and
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attention) of the student and the teacher respec-
tively, fS(·) and fT (·) denote custom transforma-
tions (e.g. linear transformations) of the student
and teacher features, respectively.

Currently, mainstream methods employ different
combinations and weighting schemes of the three
objective functions in the pre-training and task-
specific stages. For example, TinyBERT (Jiao et al.,
2020) optimizes Linter in the pre-training stage and
optimizes Linter and Lsoft in the task-specific stage,
while MetaDistil (Zhou et al., 2022) only optimizes
Lsoft and Lhard in the task-specific stage. Notably,
to ensure feature dimension matching between the
teacher and student, Linter relies on complex cus-
tom transformations, such as linear transformations
(f(H) = WH) and pair-wise scaled dot-product
(f(H) = HHT /

√
dimensionality). In contrast,

our method does not rely on Linter and Lhard.

3.2 Language Modeling Word Prediction
Logits

Language modeling typically refers to unsuper-
vised tasks in the pre-training stage, such as causal
language modeling for GPT (Radford et al., 2018),
masked language modeling for BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019), and autoregressive blank filling for GLM
(Du et al., 2022). This process typically requires a
decoder to decode the model’s output into a predic-
tion logits for each word. The decoder is typically
a linear transformation using the vocabulary pa-
rameters as weights. The language modeling word
prediction logits can be formulated as follows:

LM(x) = ft(x)W
T
v (2)

where Wv ∈ Rv×h denotes the vocabulary param-
eters (weight of embeddings-layer), and ft(x) ∈
Rl×h denotes the output of the final layer of trans-
former. The scalar value l denotes the length of the
text sequence, v denotes the number of tokens in
the vocabulary, and h denotes the dimensionality of
the hidden layer. It is worth noting that the LM(·)
can also be computed at the task-specific stage.

4 Method

In this section, we propose a general language
model distillation (GLMD) method with two-stage
word prediction distillation and vocabulary com-
pression. Figure 1 shows the overview framework
of GLMD, which implements a vocabulary com-
pression strategy while performing a two-stage
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Figure 1: The framework of the GLMD. The task-layer
aims to convert the ft(·) and Wv into the logits fl(·) of
downstream task loss.

word prediction distillation process. We next pro-
vide a detailed description of these two components.

4.1 Two-stage Word Prediction Distillation

To eliminate the reliance on intermediate layer
features and hard labels in distillation, we pro-
pose a two-stage word prediction distillation pro-
cess based on the language modeling word pre-
diction logits. It allows teacher models and stu-
dents models to have different model structures
and does not need the selection of intermediate lay-
ers. This process makes the distillation goal more
closely aligned with the model’s task and makes the
model’s distillation more consistent across both the
pre-training and task-specific stages. During the
pre-training stage, we optimize the student model
with the objective function L′

sp. We then optimize
the student again using L′

sp during the task-specific
stage. After these two training phases, we finally
optimize the student with the objective function Lst

from the task-specific stage. Our objective func-
tions Lst and L′

sp are defined as:

Lst = Lsoft

L′
sp = Lsp ⊙mp

Lsp = τ2KL(σ(LM
S(x)
τ ), σ(LM

T (x)
τ ))

(3)
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where ⊙ denotes the Hadamard product, and mp ∈
Rl denotes the mask vector, which only masks the
pad while preserving the masked and unmasked
tokens. We find that unmasked tokens are typically
not predicted by language modeling, but they can
provide more knowledge for distillation.
L′
sp and Lst represent the soft targets for the

pre-training and task-specific stages, respectively.
It is worth noting that L′

sp can be used in both
pre-training and task-specific stages, making the
optimization objectives more consistent across the
two stages.

4.2 Vocabulary Compression

To further compress the parameter scale of the
model, we propose a vocabulary compression strat-
egy that reduces the number of tokens in the vo-
cabulary. Because word frequencies have a long-
tailed distribution, some low-frequency words can
still be understood by the language model after be-
ing replaced with similar words. Let the compres-
sion rate of the vocabulary be rv, and the number
of all tokens before compression be v. We sort
the tokens in the pre-trained corpus according to
their frequency of occurrence. The tokens rank-
ing in the top vrv are treated as the compressed
tokens wc ∈ Rvrv , while the remaining tokens
wm ∈ Rv(1−rv) are to be mapped. Figure 1 illus-
trates the key aspect of our vocabulary compression
strategy, which includes replacing low-frequency
words with similar words through token mapping
and aligning the weight matrix of the embedding-
layer through weight mapping. The token map-
ping aims to map wm ∈ wm to wc ∈ wc, and the
mapping function is defined as:

ftm(wm) = argmax
wc∈wc

(Sim(v(wm), v(wc))) (4)

where v(wm) and v(wc) denote the token vectors
of wm and wc in the pre-trained teacher’s vocabu-
lary weight Wvt , respectively. Sim(·, ·) is a func-
tion of calculating similarity using the inner prod-
uct, which is similar to the decoding in Equation 2.
The weight mapping aims to remove wm from
Wvt , and the mapping function is defined as:

fwm(Wvt) = Wvt [wc] (5)

where [·] denotes a slicing operation, specifically
obtaining all vector of wc ∈ wc from Wvt .

Models #Params #Dimensions #Layers
T1 110M 768 12
T1 for MobileBERT 293M 1024 24
T2 340M 1024 24
T3 10B 4096 48
A1 200M 896 14
A2 110M 768 12
S1 22M 384 6
S1 for MobileBERT 25M 128 24
S2 66M 768 6
S3 2B 2048 36

Table 2: The parameter sizes, hidden layer dimensions,
and number of transformer layers of the teacher models
(T1, T2, T3), teacher assistant models (A1, A2), and stu-
dent models (S1, S2, S3) used by all methods.

5 Experiments

In this section, we demonstrate the effectiveness
of the GLMD on models with different parameter
scales (110M, 340M, and 10B) and analyze the role
of different components and why they are effective.
All experiments were conducted on 40 NVIDIA
A100 GPUs and completed within 4 months, utiliz-
ing the PyTorch framework.

5.1 Experimental Setup

Datasets To evaluate our GLMD method, we
conduct experiments on the more challenging Su-
perGLUE (Wang et al., 2019a) benchmark instead
of GLUE (Wang et al., 2019b). The use of more
difficult tasks allows for a better display of the
discrepancy between different distillation methods.
We use the average score across 8 tasks in Super-
GLUE as the evaluation metric. We use BooksCor-
pus (Zhu et al., 2015) and English Wikipedia as
the data (19GB) for the distillation of pre-training
stage for all methods.

Baselines We compare 25 commonly used dis-
tillation methods as listed in Table 3. We provide
a more detailed description of these methods in
Appendix A.1.

Language Models Student and teacher mod-
els of all methods have the standard GLM (Du
et al., 2022) architecture. GLM (General Lan-
guage Model) is a more advanced language model
that inherits the advantages of both autoencoding
and autoregression. We choose GLM for two rea-
sons: it performs stronger than the commonly used
BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and RoBERTa (Liu
et al., 2019); it has open-source pre-trained lan-
guage models with 10B-scale or even 100B-scale
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parameters (Zeng et al., 2022). All pre-trained mod-
els, with the exception of MobileBERT, which was
trained by us based on GLM, were obtained from
the official GLM website 2. Both the teacher and
student models were trained with half-precision
floating-point (fp16). The model sizes used in this
paper are shown in Table 2.

Hyperparameters For our method, the tempera-
tures τ for the loss L′

sp and Lst are set to 15 and 1,
respectively. All baselines use the best parameters
from their respective papers. For all methods that
rely on the pre-training stage, the batch size, peak
learning rate, and number of iterations are set to
64, 4e-4, and 150000, respectively. For all single-
teacher methods, we use grid search to find the best
parameters during the task-specific stage, including
the learning rate {5e-6,1e-5,2e-5} and batch size
{16,32}. The multi-teacher and teacher assistant
methods are similar to the single-teacher methods
in the core method, with differences in the weight-
ing and assistant of teachers. The other parameters
for the task-specific stage are kept consistent with
the fine-tuned teacher, using the best parameters
provided by GLM. The results for all experiments
(w/o T3-S3) are the average of 3 random seeds.
For more details on the hyperparameters, refer to
Appendix A.2.

5.2 Main Results
In Table 3, we report the average scores of all meth-
ods on the SuperGLUE dev set. GLMD−vc denotes
GLMD without vocabulary compression strategy.
GLMD−vc+mo and GLMD−vc+al denote the use of
MobileBERT and ALBERT vocabulary compres-
sion strategies on GLMD, respectively. GLMD+al

denotes the combination of ALBERT and our vo-
cabulary compression strategies on GLMD.

GLMD achieves the highest performance among
25 baselines on T1-S1, T1-S2, and T2-S2 scales,
with a 0.1%, 0.1%, and 3.1% improvement over
the best method (TinyBERT), respectively. More
importantly, in a fair environment without vocabu-
lary compression, GLMD−vc outperforms the best
method by 0.7%, 0.7%, and 3.0%, respectively.
This demonstrates that high-performance distilla-
tion does not necessarily require intermediate layer
features or hard labels, whether reducing the num-
ber of layers or the dimensionality of the student
model. GLMD significantly outperforms Tiny-
BERT in the distillation process on the scale of

2https://github.com/THUDM/GLM

Methods SuperGLUE
Fine-tuned teacher T1 T2 T3

GLM (Du et al., 2022) 71.7 77.1 89.0
Single-teacher T1-S1 T1-S2 T2-S2

(compression ratio) (0.2) (0.5) (0.2)
(parameter size of the student) (22M) (66M) (66M)

KD (Hinton et al., 2015) 52.0 52.4 53.2
PD (Turc et al., 2019) 61.0 62.0 61.4
PKD (Sun et al., 2019) - 66.2 -
DistilBERT (Sanh et al., 2019) - 63.8 -
Theseus (Xu et al., 2020) - 66.1 -
TinyBERT (Jiao et al., 2020) 67.3 70.8 69.1
SID (Aguilar et al., 2020) - 55.1 -
MobileBERT25M (Sun et al., 2020b) 65.1 - -
MiniLM (Wang et al., 2020) 61.6 63.8 62.4
MiniLMv2 (Wang et al., 2021) 62.1 63.7 66.1
ALP-KD (Passban et al., 2021) - 64.3 -
LRC-BERT (Fu et al., 2021) 58.4 62.3 60.8
Annealing-KD (Jafari et al., 2021) 61.0 63.3 63.1
CKD (Park et al., 2021) 61.9 63.3 62.6
Universal-KD (Wu et al., 2021b) 52.9 66.2 54.5
DIITO (Wu et al., 2022) - 66.8 -
Continuation-KD (Jafari et al., 2022) 61.0 62.7 61.7
RAIL-KD (Haidar et al., 2022) 61.2 63.6 60.4
MGSKD (Liu et al., 2022a) 58.8 63.5 59.9
GLMD−vc (ours) 67.9 71.5 72.1
GLMD (ours) 67.4 70.9 72.2

(parameter size of the student) (16M) (55M) (55M)
Single-teacher (10B-scale) T3-S3 (2B)
TinyBERT (Jiao et al., 2020) 65.09 (w/o ReCoRD)
GLMD−vc (ours) 84.76 (w/o ReCoRD)
Multi-teacher (T1, T2)-S2 (66M)
TMKD (Yang et al., 2020) 65.6
MT-BERT (Wu et al., 2021a) 59.1
RL-KD (Yuan et al., 2021) 65.3
Uncertainty (Li et al., 2021) 65.4
Teacher assistants T2-A1-A2-S2 (66M)
TAKD (Mirzadeh et al., 2020) 54.5
DGKD (Son et al., 2021) 54.0
Vocabulary compression T1-S1, rv = 0.5 (16M)
GLMD−vc+mo (Sun et al., 2020b) 67.0
GLMD−vc+al (Lan et al., 2020) 67.3
GLMD+al (ours) (14M) 67.4

Table 3: The average scores of all methods on the Su-
perGLUE dev set. The inference speed is essentially
proportional to the scale of the student’s parameters.
Detailed results for each dataset of SuperGLUE can be
found in Appendix C.

Methods SuperGLUE
Two-stage word prediction distillation T1-S1

GLMD−vc 67.9
w/o mp in L′

sp 67.3
w/o unmasked tokens in mp of L′

sp 66.2
w/o L′

sp in task-specific stage 64.4
add same inter loss as TinyBERT 67.2
add Lhard in task-specific stage 67.5
replace KL with MSE in L′

sp 66.7
replace KL with MSE in Lst 66.7

Vocabulary compression T1-S1,rv = 0.5
GLMD 67.4

replace Sim(·) with Cosine similarity 66.8
replace Sim(·) with - Euclidean distance 66.3
replace fmap(·) with [UNK] token id 65.1
add token mapping for teacher 65.5

Table 4: Ablation study on the SuperGLUE dev set.
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10B to 2B, indicating that TinyBERT is not suitable
for ultra-large-scale model distillation on the Su-
perGLUE benchmark. The use of vocabulary com-
pression in GLMD still maintains strong competi-
tiveness in further compressing the model. GLMD
outperforms the best vocabulary compression strat-
egy (GLMD−vc+al) by 0.1% on T1-S1 scale, con-
firming that reducing the vocabulary size is an ef-
fective strategy. It is worth noting that our vocab-
ulary compression strategy can be combined with
other dimensionality reduction methods, such as
GLMD+al, which can maintain the original perfor-
mance even with only one-fourth of the vocabulary
parameters. Additionally, some recent baselines
did not show the strongest performance, we dis-
cuss more factors affecting baseline performance
in appendix B.

5.3 Ablation Study

After having validated the effectiveness of GLMD
and GLMD−vc, we further analyze in Table 4 the
key design factors that impact the performance of
the two components in greater detail. (1) Two-
stage word prediction distillation. The results
indicate that both removing mp (row 4) or remov-
ing unmasked tokens (row 5) from mp do not per-
form as well as GLMD−vc (row 3), which confirms
the effectiveness of mp in L′

sp. The use of mp in
L′
sp in the task-specific stage makes the distillation

of the student more consistent in the pre-training
and task-specific stages, which is verified by row 6.
The performance degradation observed upon incor-
porating intermediate layer features (row 7) or hard
labels (row 8) into the loss function in GLMD−vc

further confirms that such features and labels are
not necessary. Additionally, we find that the KL
divergence performed better than the MSE (mean
square error) in both L′

sp and Lst (rows 9 and 10).
(2) Vocabulary compression. In addition to map-
ping low-frequency tokens to similar tokens using
the decoder approach, we also attempt to use Co-
sine similarity (row 13), Euclidean distance (row
14), and direct replacement with [UNK] (row 15) to
map similar tokens. We found that these mapping
methods did not perform as well as GLMD (row
12), which may be because the mapping method
used in GLMD is closer to the decoding approach
used in language modeling task. The result of line
12 outperforming line 16 verifies that token map-
ping is only applicable for students.
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Distance Distance after pair-wise scaled dot-product

Figure 2: Spearman correlation coefficient of the L′
sp

(τ = 15) with the distance between teacher and student
features during pre-training stage of GLMD−vc (T1-S2).
Let the intermediate feature be H ∈ Rl×h, and the
distance after pair-wise scaled dot-product is calculated
by first computing f(H) = HHT

√
h

. HS1, Att1, Q1, K1,
and V1 denote the hidden state, attention scores, query,
key, and value of the first layer transformer, respectively.
Emb denotes the output of the embedding-layer.

6 Analysis

In this section, we analyze the reasons behind the
work of GLMD and the impact of hyperparameters
on performance in GLMD.

6.1 Why Does GLMD Work?

Compared to methods using only soft or hard la-
bels, the L′

sp in GLMD−vc clearly provides more
knowledge, but it is still unclear why the interme-
diate feature is not necessary. We hypothesize that
L′
sp reduces inductive bias and allows the model

to spontaneously learn intermediate features that
should be similar to the teacher. To verify this hy-
pothesis, we calculate the spearman correlation be-
tween the distance d(fS(HS), fT (HT )) and L′

sp

during pre-training stage of GLMD−vc. The red
part in Figure 2 shows that as L′

sp decreases, not
all the distance of features between teacher and
student is getting close during distillation so that it
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Figure 3: At least half of the tokens can cover 95.56% of the dataset corpus. We count the number of times a
token appeared in the pre-trained corpus and sorted them in decreasing order on the x-axis. The y-axis shows the
proportion of the 8 datasets (divided into train/dev/test) in SuperGLUE benchmark that can be covered by x tokens.

may not be necessary to draw all the intermediate
features close as in existed methods, supporting our
hypothesis.

We hypothesize that the success of the vocabu-
lary compression strategy is based on the long-tail
distribution of tokens, where some low-frequency
tokens can still be understood by the language
model after being replaced with similar tokens. Fig-
ure 3 verifies the long-tail distribution of tokens.
The result in row 16 of Table 4 shows that using
token mapping for teacher results in a decrease in
performance. This verifies that even when some
low-frequency tokens are replaced with similar to-
kens, students can still learn the meaning of these
tokens from teachers without token mapping.

Methods SuperGLUE
Two-stage word prediction distillation T1-S1

GLMD−vc 67.9
set τ = 1 in L′

sp 65.0
set τ = 5 in L′

sp 67.0
set τ = 10 in L′

sp 66.9
set τ = 20 in L′

sp 67.6
set τ = 5 in Lst 67.5
set τ = 10 in Lst 67.5
set τ = 15 in Lst 67.5
set τ = 20 in Lst 67.5
set τ = 100 in Lst 67.8
set τ = 200 in Lst 67.4
set τ = 1000 in Lst 67.6
set batch size = 8 in pre-training stage 64.7
set batch size = 16 in pre-training stage 66.2
set batch size = 32 in pre-training stage 67.1
set batch size = 128 in pre-training stage 67.6

Vocabulary compression T1-S1

GLMD 67.4
set rv = 0.75 67.2
set rv = 0.25 65.8
set rv = 0.1 64.6

Table 5: Hyper-parameter analysis. All combinations
use the best hyperparameters of GLMD−vc.

6.2 Hyper-parameter Analysis

In Table 5, we analyze the impact of these hyperpa-
rameters on performance: τ in L′

sp and Lst, batch
size in pre-training stage, and rv in GLMD−vc. We
find that the temperature hyperparameter (τ) has a
significant impact on the performance of L′

sp (rows
4-7) but little effect on Lst (rows 8-14). Similarly,
in L′

sp, we observe that the batch size during the
pre-training stage is roughly proportional to perfor-
mance (rows 15-18). The compression ratio (rv) in
our vocabulary compression strategy (rows 21-23)
also follows this trend as a higher rv results in more
parameters being retained. It is worth noting that
the teacher models (T1 and T2) required a batch
size of 1024 during the pre-training process, which
is significantly larger than the batch size we used
in distillation.

6.3 Limitation

Due to limitations in time and computational re-
sources, we limited our experiments to using GLM
and SuperGLUE benchmark3. While transformer-
based language models and the SuperGLUE bench-
mark are representative, further validation is nec-
essary when applied to a wider range of models
and tasks. Additionally, we found that the perfor-
mance of GLMD−vc (10B→2B) at 85.28% was
marginally lower than that of GLM-2B at 85.91%.
However, it’s noteworthy that GLM-2B leverages a
substantially greater scale in the pre-training stage
with a batch size, iterations, and GPU count of
7168, 17k, and 224 respectively, far exceeding the
respective parameters of 64, 15k, and 8 employed
by GLMD−vc (10B→2B) in its distillation during
the pre-training stage. We plan to further investi-
gate these potential limitations in future work.

3Given the requirement for grid search and seed averaging,
we have run over a thousand SuperGLUE averages.
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7 Conclusions

In this paper, we introduce a general language
model distillation method called GLMD. GLMD
has two main advantages: improving distillation
performance without relying on intermediate layer
features and hard labels and reducing vocabulary
parameters without reducing dimensions. We also
had two important findings: distillation of interme-
diate layer features is unnecessary, and a vocabu-
lary compression strategy that reduces the number
of tokens is feasible and can be combined with a
method that reduces dimensions. In the future, we
plan to explore model distillation on a 100B-scale
and apply it to more real-world scenarios.
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A Implementation Details

In this section, we provide a detailed overview of
all baselines and hyperparameters for the benefit of
researchers interested in a deeper analysis.

A.1 Baselines

In Table 6, we show the differences between 25
baseline methods in the features used. Using only
hard labels for the training process is equivalent to
pre-training or fine-tuning without distillation. Of
these methods, 22 are specifically designed for lan-
guage models, while the remaining 3 (KD, TAKD,
and DGKD) are from computer vision. Figure 4
illustrates the differences between our vocabulary
compression strategy and the other two strategies.
Next, we provide a brief overview of these meth-
ods, as well as some strategies we adopted and
adaptations for GLM.

Transformers

Embeddigs-Layer 
  

MLP

MLP

Transformers

Embeddigs-Layer 
  

3-convolution

Expand

Transformers

Embeddigs-Layer 
  

Token mapping

(1) ALBERT (2) MobileBERT (3) Ours

Figure 4: Details of three types of vocabulary com-
pression strategies on the student. Where l denotes the
length of the input sequence x (token ids) , and rv de-
notes the compression rate of the vocabulary. It can be
seen that our vocabulary compression method is charac-
terized by reducing the number v of tokens rather than
dimensions h.

KD (Hinton et al., 2015) was originally from
computer vision and was not designed for the pre-
training stage. We used randomly initialized pa-
rameters during the pre-training stage.

PD (Turc et al., 2019) removed the use of hard la-
bels from KD, but used a pre-trained student model
to initialize the student for the task-specific stage.
The same hyperparameters are used for pre-training
of the student model, regardless of whether distilla-
tion is performed.

PKD (Sun et al., 2019) was based on KD and
added distillation loss for the [CLS] token in the
intermediate layers. It was the first approach to
initialize the student model for the task-specific
stage by assigning some of the fine-tuned teacher’s
parameters to the student.

DistilBERT (Sanh et al., 2019) was the first
approach to use distillation during the pre-training
stage and only require fine-tuning during the task-
specific stage.

Theseus (Xu et al., 2020) implemented distilla-
tion by continuously replacing intermediate layers
in the teacher with smaller intermediate layers.

TinyBERT (Jiao et al., 2020) was the first
approach to use distillation during both the pre-
training and task-specific stages. We did not use
data augmentation here.

SID (Aguilar et al., 2020) gradually increased
the the number of layers for distillation as the num-
ber of epochs increased. We used the Exp3.4 strat-
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Methods Pre-training Task-specific Task-specific 2
Emb Att HS Soft Hard Emb Att HS Soft Hard HS Soft Hard

KD (Hinton et al., 2015) random parameters ✓ ✓
PD (Turc et al., 2019) ✓ ✓
PKD (Sun et al., 2019) truncated teacher parameters ✓ ✓ ✓
DistilBERT (Sanh et al., 2019) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Theseus (Xu et al., 2020) truncated teacher parameters ✓ ✓
TinyBERT (Jiao et al., 2020) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
SID (Aguilar et al., 2020) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
MobileBERT (Sun et al., 2020b) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
MiniLM (Wang et al., 2020) ✓ ✓
MiniLMv2 (Wang et al., 2021) ✓ ✓
ALP-KD (Passban et al., 2021) truncated teacher parameters ✓ ✓ ✓
LRC-BERT (Fu et al., 2021) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Annealing-KD (Jafari et al., 2021) ✓ ✓ ✓
CKD (Park et al., 2021) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Universal-KD (Wu et al., 2021b) truncated teacher parameters ✓ ✓ ✓
DIITO (Wu et al., 2022) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Continuation-KD (Jafari et al., 2022) ✓ ✓ ✓
RAIL-KD (Haidar et al., 2022) same as DistilBERT ✓ ✓ ✓
MGSKD (Liu et al., 2022a) same as TinyBERT ✓ ✓ ✓
TMKD (Yang et al., 2020) ✓ ✓ ✓
MT-BERT (Wu et al., 2021a) truncated teacher parameters ✓ ✓ ✓
RL-KD (Yuan et al., 2021) truncated teacher parameters ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Uncertainty (Li et al., 2021) truncated teacher parameters ✓ ✓
TAKD (Mirzadeh et al., 2020) truncated teacher parameters ✓ ✓
DGKD (Son et al., 2021) truncated teacher parameters ✓ ✓

Table 6: The features used in the distillation process for the baselines implemented in GLM. A model undergoes up
to three training processes (pre-training, task-specific, task-specific 2). Emb, Att, HS, Soft, and Hard denote the
output of the embedding layer, attention layer (including query, key, and value), hidden state, soft labels, and hard
labels, respectively.

egy from the original paper.
MobileBERT (Sun et al., 2020b) implemented

a large-scale reduction of model parameters with-
out reducing the number of model layers using
an inverted-bottleneck structure. Since it required
modifying the teacher’s structure, we spent a week
using the same hyperparameters as GLM-Large to
pre-train an inverted-bottleneck structure of GLM-
Large on 16 NVIDIA A100 GPUs. We used
the PKT (progressive knowledge transfer) strategy
from the original paper.

MiniLM (Wang et al., 2020) distilled the at-
tention probability matrix and the value matrix of
the final layer transformer during the pre-training
stage.

MiniLMv2 (Wang et al., 2021) replaced the at-
tention probability matrix from MiniLM with query
and key matrices, and modified the distillation of
the final layer to other layers.

ALP-KD (Passban et al., 2021) fused the fea-
tures of all layers in the teacher model through an
attention mechanism, allowing each layer in the stu-
dent model to capture information from all layers
in the teacher.

LRC-BERT (Fu et al., 2021) constructed a loss

on intermediate layer features based on contrastive
learning, causing the intermediate layer features of
the teacher model for other samples in the same
batch to be dissimilar to the intermediate layer fea-
tures of the student model for the current sample.
We did not use gradient perturbation as in the origi-
nal work.

Annealing-KD (Jafari et al., 2021) gradually
increased the weight of teacher features during the
process of distilling soft targets.

Continuation-KD (Jafari et al., 2022) built upon
Annealing-KD by merging two training processes
at the task-specific stage, resulting in the weight
of hard targets increasing with the number of itera-
tions. In addition, soft targets were not used when
the value of the soft target loss was relatively small.

CKD (Park et al., 2021) used the distance be-
tween any two or three tokens in the hidden state
features as context features for the teacher and stu-
dent, and then the distance between the teacher and
student on these context features was used as the
loss. CKD proposed task-agnostic and task-specific
distillation losses, and we used task-specific distil-
lation loss.

Universal-KD (Wu et al., 2021b) used a simi-
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lar attention mechanism to ALP-KD, but applied
an additional linear transformation to the interme-
diate layer features to ensure consistency in the
hidden state dimensions of the teacher and student.
The original paper provided three strategies for
constructing the loss, and we adopted Universal-
KD(IL).

DIITO (Wu et al., 2022) allowed the student
model to learn counterfactual outputs by exchang-
ing intermediate layer features between different
samples. This process required two forward propa-
gations per batch, the first to extract intermediate
layer features and the second to exchange them.
The original paper provided multiple strategies for
aligning and exchanging the intermediate layer fea-
tures, and we adopted DIITOFULL + LDIITO

Cos .
RAIL-KD (Haidar et al., 2022) randomly used

different intermediate layers of the teacher for
distillation in each epoch of training in order to
improve the generalization ability of the student
model. It used a pre-trained distilled model of
DistilBERT to initialize the task-specific stage. In
cases where initialization with DistilBERT was not
possible due to dimensional constraints (e.g. T1-S1

and T2-S2), we used MiniLM for initialization.
MGSKD (Liu et al., 2022a), based on CKD,

used avg pooling to transform the hidden state fea-
tures into features with three levels of granularity
(token, span, sample) and constructed the loss on
different layers using these granularities separately.
For span representation, we randomly selected the
token spans whose start positions and lengths are
sampled from some distributions.

TMKD (Yang et al., 2020) introduced the multi-
teacher method for language model distillation for
the first time, with the aim of making the output
of the student model as close as possible to the
output of all the teacher models. There are two
differences in our implementation compared to the
original method: (1) We were unable to implement
the multi-header layer, which transforms the out-
put of the student model, due to the differences
between GLM and BERT. (2) Since the original
pre-training data is not publicly available, we used
the same pre-trained corpus as other methods.

MT-BERT (Wu et al., 2021a) first used co-
finetuning to fine-tune all the teachers simultane-
ously, and then used the reciprocal of each teacher’s
loss on the task as the weight for the loss be-
tween each teacher and the student. Due to the
differences between GLM and BERT, the use of

co-finetuning significantly degraded the perfor-
mance of the teacher models, so we did not use
co-finetuning.

RL-KD (Yuan et al., 2021) used reinforcement
learning to select appropriate teachers for distilla-
tion at each iteration, and the final loss was the
average of the loss between each selected teacher
and the student. We used the reward1 from the
original paper as the method for calculating the
reward.

Uncertainty (Li et al., 2021) used the entropy
of the student’s predicted results as a criterion for
selecting the teacher at each iteration. The lower
the entropy, the more confident the student was and
the more it learned from the larger scale teacher,
a process referred to as dynamic teacher adoption.
We employed the hard selection strategy from the
original paper.

TAKD (Mirzadeh et al., 2020), for the first time,
used a teacher assistant approach in which the
teacher was distilled to a mid-sized teacher assis-
tant before being distilled to the student, rather than
distilling the teacher directly to the student.

DGKD (Son et al., 2021), building upon TAKD,
used all previously distilled teachers and assistants
to distill the current model. It randomly discarded
teachers or assistants at each iteration to serve as a
regularizer.

A.2 Hyperparameters

To ensure the reproducibility of all methods, we
present in Table 7 the learning rates and batch
sizes for each method on each dataset in the Super-
GLUE benchmark, including the hyperparameters
obtained via grid search. Table 8 further shows
the additional hyperparameters for the task-specific
stage, which follow the settings of GLM.

B Additional Analysis

In this section, we further explore the various fac-
tors that influence the performance of the baselines
and examine the necessity of intermediate layer
features.

B.1 What Factors Affect Performance?

In the implementation of baselines, we discover
that certain methods for initializing the student
parameters led to a decrease in performance, sur-
passing even the advantages brought about by the
method innovation. Specifically, these include the
following three ways: (1) using truncated teacher
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Methods Size ReCoRD COPA WSC RTE BoolQ WiC CB MultiRC
bs/lr bs/lr bs/lr bs/lr bs/lr bs/lr bs/lr bs/lr

GLM (teacher)
T1 bs (batch size) = 16, lr (learning rate) = 1E-5
T2

T3 bs = 64, lr = 1E-5
PKD

T1-S2

32/2E-05 32/2E-05 16/2E-05 32/5E-06 16/1E-05 16/5E-06 16/2E-05 32/2E-05
DistilBERT 16/1E-05 16/2E-05 16/1E-05 16/5E-06 32/2E-05 32/2E-05 32/2E-05 16/1E-05
Theseus 32/2E-05 16/1E-05 16/1E-05 32/1E-05 16/1E-05 32/1E-05 16/2E-05 32/5E-06
SID 16/2E-05 32/5E-06 16/5E-06 16/2E-05 16/2E-05 16/2E-05 16/1E-05 16/2E-05
ALP-KD 16/2E-05 16/1E-05 16/2E-05 16/2E-05 16/2E-05 32/2E-05 16/2E-05 32/2E-05
DIITO 16/5E-06 32/1E-05 16/2E-05 16/1E-05 16/2E-05 16/1E-05 16/1E-05 16/5E-06
MobileBERT T1-S1 16/1E-05 16/1E-05 32/2E-05 32/2E-05 32/2E-05 32/1E-05 32/2E-05 16/5E-06

KD
T1-S1 16/2E-05 16/2E-05 16/2E-05 32/5E-06 32/1E-05 32/5E-06 16/2E-05 16/5E-06
T1-S2 16/5E-06 16/2E-05 16/1E-05 16/2E-05 16/2E-05 16/5E-06 16/2E-05 16/5E-06
T2-S2 16/2E-05 16/1E-05 16/1E-05 32/1E-05 16/1E-05 16/5E-06 16/1E-05 32/5E-06

PD
T1-S1 32/2E-05 16/1E-05 16/2E-05 16/1E-05 16/2E-05 16/5E-06 16/2E-05 32/1E-05
T1-S2 16/1E-05 32/5E-06 16/2E-05 16/1E-05 32/1E-05 16/5E-06 16/2E-05 16/5E-06
T2-S2 16/1E-05 32/5E-06 16/2E-05 16/1E-05 16/2E-05 16/5E-06 32/2E-05 16/1E-05

TinyBERT

T1-S1 32/1E-05 16/5E-06 16/2E-05 32/1E-05 32/2E-05 16/2E-05 16/1E-05 32/2E-05
T1-S2 32/1E-05 16/5E-06 32/5E-06 16/2E-05 16/1E-05 16/5E-06 16/1E-05 16/1E-05
T2-S2 32/1E-05 32/5E-06 32/2E-05 32/1E-05 16/1E-05 16/1E-05 16/2E-05 16/2E-05
T3-S3 same as GLM (teacher, T1)

MiniLM
T1-S1 16/2E-05 32/2E-05 16/1E-05 16/5E-06 32/2E-05 32/5E-06 16/2E-05 16/1E-05
T1-S2 16/2E-05 32/1E-05 32/2E-05 32/1E-05 16/1E-05 16/1E-05 32/1E-05 32/2E-05
T2-S2 16/1E-05 32/5E-06 16/2E-05 32/1E-05 16/5E-06 16/5E-06 16/1E-05 16/5E-06

MiniLMv2
T1-S1 16/1E-05 16/1E-05 32/1E-05 32/1E-05 32/2E-05 32/1E-05 16/2E-05 16/5E-06
T1-S2 16/1E-05 16/1E-05 16/5E-06 32/2E-05 16/2E-05 32/2E-05 16/1E-05 16/1E-05
T2-S2 16/1E-05 16/2E-05 16/2E-05 32/5E-06 16/2E-05 16/2E-05 16/2E-05 32/2E-05

LRC-BERT
T1-S1 16/2E-05 16/2E-05 32/2E-05 16/5E-06 16/2E-05 16/5E-06 16/5E-06 16/2E-05
T1-S2 16/2E-05 32/1E-05 16/2E-05 32/1E-05 16/2E-05 16/5E-06 16/2E-05 16/5E-06
T2-S2 16/2E-05 32/5E-06 32/5E-06 32/5E-06 16/2E-05 32/5E-06 32/2E-05 16/2E-05

Annealing-KD
T1-S1 16/2E-05 32/5E-06 32/2E-05 32/2E-05 16/1E-05 32/5E-06 32/2E-05 32/5E-06
T1-S2 16/2E-05 16/5E-06 16/2E-05 16/2E-05 16/2E-05 32/5E-06 16/1E-05 32/5E-06
T2-S2 16/2E-05 16/1E-05 32/2E-05 32/5E-06 32/2E-05 32/2E-05 32/1E-05 16/5E-06

CKD
T1-S1 32/1E-05 16/5E-06 16/2E-05 16/5E-06 16/2E-05 32/5E-06 32/2E-05 16/5E-06
T1-S2 32/2E-05 16/2E-05 16/5E-06 16/1E-05 16/2E-05 16/1E-05 16/1E-05 32/2E-05
T2-S2 16/1E-05 32/1E-05 16/1E-05 32/1E-05 16/2E-05 32/1E-05 16/2E-05 32/2E-05

Universal-KD
T1-S1 16/2E-05 32/2E-05 32/2E-05 32/5E-06 16/2E-05 16/1E-05 32/2E-05 16/2E-05
T1-S2 32/2E-05 32/5E-06 32/5E-06 32/1E-05 32/5E-06 16/5E-06 16/1E-05 16/1E-05
T2-S2 16/5E-06 32/1E-05 32/2E-05 16/2E-05 16/1E-05 16/5E-06 32/1E-05 32/2E-05

Continuation-KD
T1-S1 16/2E-05 32/5E-06 16/2E-05 32/2E-05 32/2E-05 32/2E-05 16/2E-05 32/1E-05
T1-S2 16/2E-05 32/1E-05 16/1E-05 16/1E-05 16/2E-05 32/1E-05 16/1E-05 16/5E-06
T2-S2 16/1E-05 16/1E-05 16/2E-05 16/2E-05 16/1E-05 16/5E-06 16/1E-05 32/5E-06

RAIL-KD
T1-S1 16/1E-05 32/1E-05 32/2E-05 32/1E-05 16/1E-05 32/5E-06 16/2E-05 32/2E-05
T1-S2 16/1E-05 16/1E-05 16/2E-05 16/5E-06 32/2E-05 16/1E-05 32/1E-05 32/2E-05
T2-S2 32/2E-05 16/2E-05 32/2E-05 16/5E-06 16/1E-05 16/5E-06 16/2E-05 16/1E-05

MGSKD
T1-S1 32/1E-05 16/5E-06 32/2E-05 32/1E-05 16/1E-05 32/1E-05 32/5E-06 32/5E-06
T1-S2 16/5E-06 16/2E-05 32/2E-05 16/5E-06 16/5E-06 16/1E-05 32/2E-05 32/5E-06
T2-S2 32/2E-05 32/5E-06 32/5E-06 32/5E-06 16/2E-05 16/5E-06 16/2E-05 16/2E-05

GLMD−vc

T1-S1 16/2E-05 32/2E-05 32/2E-05 16/5E-06 16/2E-05 16/2E-05 32/2E-05 16/1E-05
T1-S2 16/2E-05 16/5E-06 32/2E-05 16/2E-05 16/2E-05 16/2E-05 32/2E-05 16/5E-06
T2-S2 16/1E-05 32/1E-05 32/2E-05 32/2E-05 16/2E-05 16/2E-05 32/2E-05 16/5E-06
T3-S3 same as GLM (teacher, T1)

GLMD
T1-S1 same as GLMD−vc (T1-S1)
T1-S2 same as GLMD−vc (T1-S2)
T2-S2 same as GLMD−vc (T2-S2)

TMKD

(T1, T2)-S2 same as GLM (teacher, T1)
MT-BERT
RL-KD
Uncertainty
TAKD

T2-A1-A2-S2 same as KD (T1-S2)
DGKD
GLMD−vc+mo

T1-S1 same as GLMD (T1-S1)GLMD−vc+al

GLMD+al

Table 7: Hyperparameters for all methods in Table 3 on the 8 datasets of the SuperGLUE benchmark.
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Hyperparameters ReCoRD COPA WSC RTE BoolQ WiC CB MultiRC
Sequence length 512 256 128 256 256 256 256 512
Epochs 5 50 50 50 20 30 50 15
Dropout 0.1
Attention Dropout 0.1
Warmup Ration 0.1
Weight Decay 0.1
Learning Rate Decay Linear
Adam ϵ 1E-8
Adam β1 0.9
Adam β2 0.999
Gradient Clipping 0.1

Table 8: Other hyperparameters for the task-specific stage.

Att1 Att2 Att3 Att4 Att5 Att6 Emb HS1 HS2 HS3 HS4 HS5 HS6 PPL sp

GLMD vc

TinyBERT
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Figure 5: Spearman correlation coefficient of the loss function values with the distance between teacher and student
features during pre-training stage of GLMD−vc and TinyBERT (T1-S2). Att1 and HS1 denote the attention scores
and hidden states, respectively, of the first layer transformer. Emb denotes the output of the embedding layer. The
KL divergence with a temperature τ of 1 is used to compute the distance between the teacher and student models in
the Att, while the mean square error is used for the HS and Emb. PPL denotes the language modeling perplexity of
the student on the validation set.

parameters in the case of different dimensions of
teacher and student hidden layers. Many meth-
ods that do not distill in the pre-training stage will
use the parameters of the first few layers of the
fine-tuned teacher as student parameters in a task-
specific stage. In the case of different dimensions
of teacher and student hidden layers, we can only
truncate some parameters per layer. As shown in
Table 3, Universal-KD (Wu et al., 2021b) in T1-
S2 performs much better than T1-S2 and T2-S2,
TAKD (Mirzadeh et al., 2020) and DGKD (Son
et al., 2021) also performs badly due to this reason.
(2) Using less data to pre-train a student model
as initialization. To ensure fairness, regardless
of whether distillation is used, we set the batch
size of all methods in the pre-training stage to 64,
which is equivalent to only using one-sixteenth of
the full data (batch size=1024). Some methods that
use a pre-trained student as initialization for a task-
specific stage may be affected by this, for example,
PD (Turc et al., 2019), SID (Aguilar et al., 2020),
LRC-BERT (Fu et al., 2021), Annealing-KD (Ja-
fari et al., 2021), Continuation-KD (Jafari et al.,
2022), and CKD (Park et al., 2021). (3) Randomly
initializing the parameters of the student model.
As can be seen from Table 3, KD (Hinton et al.,
2015) using random initialization are obviously in-
ferior to PD (Turc et al., 2019) using pre-trained

students and soft labels.
The above analysis demonstrates that methods

without pre-training distillation are sensitive to
the initialization of the student’s parameters. To
achieve optimal performance, methods based on
truncating teacher parameters require the hidden di-
mensions of the teacher and student to be identical
or else, other methods would require a significant
cost in pre-training a student model. Therefore,
utilizing a subset of the corpus for knowledge dis-
tillation during the pre-training stage is a more
favorable option.

B.2 Why are Intermediate Layers not
Necessary?

In Section 6.1, we have verified that the L′
sp in

GLMD−vc can enable the model to spontaneously
learn intermediate layer features that should be sim-
ilar to those of the teacher. We further validate in
Figure 5 that training with a loss function focused
on the intermediate layer features does not lead to a
reduction in L′

sp and cannot even lower the perplex-
ity (PPL) of language modeling. In the process of
distillation using GLMD−vc and TinyBERT meth-
ods, we have quantified the spearman correlation
between the distance of student and teacher fea-
tures, including the perplexity of the student model
on the validation set, and the loss function values.
We observe that there is no correlation between
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the loss function values of TinyBERT and L′
sp, nor

with the perplexity of the validation set. This sug-
gests that we may not require a significant inductive
bias towards the intermediate layer features.

C Detailed Results

Due to space constraints, we do not present results
for all datasets in the SuperGLUE benchmark in
the main text but only show the averages. Table 9
shows the results for all methods on each dataset
in the SuperGLUE benchmark, rounded to two
decimal places.
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Methods Size ReCoRD COPA WSC RTE BoolQ WiC CB MultiRC avgF1/Acc. Acc. Acc. Acc. Acc. Acc. F1/Acc. F1a/EM

GLM (teacher)
T1 72.80/72.17 66.00 77.88 72.92 79.39 66.14 88.19/91.07 72.32/26.34 71.72
T2 80.08/79.54 78.00 81.73 79.78 82.63 70.06 86.33/89.29 76.39/37.67 77.11
T3 94.56/94.13 97.00 95.19 90.61 88.81 74.61 96.05/94.64 88.10/63.38 88.96

PKD

T1-S2

61.77/60.99 60.00 65.38 68.83 77.73 65.78 82.76/85.12 69.99/22.67 66.17
DistilBERT 59.79/59.05 65.00 68.59 60.89 73.39 60.34 77.48/83.33 66.98/17.38 63.78
Theseus 57.07/56.33 61.67 66.35 68.11 77.81 64.37 89.14/87.50 69.08/21.79 66.09
SID 27.17/26.19 65.00 65.06 58.12 69.33 57.16 51.02/73.81 59.26/14.55 55.08
ALP-KD 57.72/56.90 60.67 64.74 68.11 77.20 64.79 74.82/79.76 68.21/19.90 64.27
DIITO 63.71/63.00 72.00 69.23 65.46 75.46 60.76 86.75/85.12 66.28/17.63 66.77
MobileBERT T1-S1 59.29/58.61 65.33 68.59 58.97 74.61 63.85 86.65/88.69 66.87/19.41 65.14

KD
T1-S1 22.43/21.74 58.67 64.74 54.75 65.98 56.69 65.56/72.02 46.20/2.66 52.02
T1-S2 22.66/21.99 61.67 63.46 54.63 66.07 57.05 61.75/72.02 51.98/2.41 52.41
T2-S2 23.07/22.38 59.33 65.71 54.15 66.12 56.79 69.19/74.40 56.56/1.50 53.21

PD
T1-S1 46.54/45.90 66.33 67.95 58.48 69.93 59.67 81.78/80.95 63.91/12.42 61.01
T1-S2 54.36/53.59 65.67 66.67 59.45 69.82 59.20 80.13/81.55 65.97/15.29 62.03
T2-S2 54.00/53.22 65.33 64.74 60.29 69.94 58.41 76.66/79.76 66.05/15.15 61.39

TinyBERT

T1-S1 56.13/55.53 69.00 69.87 70.04 76.93 65.41 84.86/85.12 70.60/22.39 67.32
T1-S2 65.60/64.88 70.33 75.00 71.96 77.97 67.87 89.58/89.88 71.37/25.74 70.83
T2-S2 66.61/65.86 67.00 63.46 71.12 79.98 66.46 90.56/88.69 70.42/27.35 69.09
T3-S3 - 61.00 65.38 67.87 74.46 63.32 70.49/78.57 70.76/27.39 65.09

MiniLM
T1-S1 51.01/50.27 63.67 60.90 67.63 73.72 61.29 68.87/77.98 66.93/16.19 61.60
T1-S2 60.00/59.24 62.00 63.46 67.63 75.88 64.99 67.63/79.17 67.36/19.66 63.81
T2-S2 57.07/56.39 62.33 64.42 66.43 74.00 60.92 65.38/79.76 66.81/17.45 62.44

MiniLMv2
T1-S1 51.85/51.25 65.00 60.58 67.63 75.17 61.70 65.81/79.76 66.26/17.98 62.07
T1-S2 60.88/60.16 62.00 62.82 66.67 76.73 63.69 66.38/76.79 68.68/21.65 63.65
T2-S2 64.08/63.29 59.33 65.71 66.19 77.26 65.05 86.84/85.71 68.40/21.44 66.05

LRC-BERT
T1-S1 40.44/39.69 64.33 66.03 54.87 68.84 56.74 78.68/80.36 59.66/13.61 58.38
T1-S2 55.10/54.44 65.67 66.67 56.56 74.86 57.63 80.27/81.55 65.75/16.16 62.25
T2-S2 51.83/51.17 66.33 63.78 58.12 72.02 59.04 68.08/75.00 66.69/21.13 60.78

Annealing-KD
T1-S1 49.18/48.55 66.33 65.38 58.97 69.68 58.36 82.73/81.55 63.96/12.91 61.02
T1-S2 56.08/55.39 69.33 66.67 58.97 70.57 59.82 85.78/85.12 66.26/13.92 63.33
T2-S2 55.57/54.89 69.00 68.59 58.24 71.48 58.88 83.11/83.33 66.85/13.43 63.10

CKD
T1-S1 48.82/48.27 66.33 64.74 59.57 70.65 60.76 87.02/85.71 63.72/12.28 61.87
T1-S2 56.35/55.65 65.00 66.67 61.25 71.63 58.83 88.61/84.52 66.11/15.22 63.33
T2-S2 56.29/55.57 65.00 65.71 58.00 71.39 58.46 86.17/84.52 66.49/14.62 62.55

Universal-KD
T1-S1 24.08/23.27 61.00 66.03 55.48 65.93 56.79 60.38/73.21 53.17/2.17 52.92
T1-S2 58.67/57.83 58.67 66.67 70.16 77.56 65.52 87.52/85.71 69.96/22.63 66.22
T2-S2 24.51/23.71 64.00 67.63 55.84 66.47 58.52 66.11/75.60 56.39/1.22 54.53

Continuation-KD
T1-S1 48.63/48.01 66.33 66.03 58.97 69.12 58.31 83.72/81.55 63.38/13.26 61.00
T1-S2 55.61/54.91 68.67 64.74 58.72 71.42 58.25 85.61/83.93 66.64/13.33 62.73
T2-S2 55.15/54.38 67.00 65.38 57.64 70.91 58.20 78.79/80.36 66.80/13.96 61.73

RAIL-KD
T1-S1 51.49/50.83 62.67 67.31 64.50 71.93 60.45 65.91/75.60 65.06/16.79 61.21
T1-S2 59.85/59.19 66.67 70.19 60.53 69.00 60.34 78.98/83.33 66.55/15.60 63.56
T2-S2 50.26/49.51 62.00 65.06 59.33 72.30 59.46 73.17/78.57 63.57/15.01 60.40

MGSKD
T1-S1 34.03/33.26 65.33 61.86 64.98 70.20 61.23 70.98/77.98 64.38/12.63 58.78
T1-S2 50.29/49.49 65.00 65.06 65.94 73.31 63.17 83.89/84.52 67.32/15.56 63.50
T2-S2 43.68/42.88 63.00 63.78 57.76 72.46 60.55 85.64/85.71 55.27/10.74 59.94

GLMD−vc

T1-S1 59.06/58.33 74.00 72.12 66.19 76.17 64.26 86.96/86.90 67.97/22.11 67.92
T1-S2 68.66/67.90 72.00 75.96 70.16 78.92 67.08 91.59/89.88 70.29/27.11 71.48
T2-S2 70.51/69.82 72.67 73.08 71.60 79.96 66.93 93.08/91.67 71.76/28.86 72.13
T3-S3 89.35/88.50 89.00 86.54 87.36 86.24 74.14 100.00/100.00 84.78/55.30 85.28

GLMD
T1-S1 57.98/57.23 71.33 68.27 65.10 76.41 63.95 91.99/90.48 68.61/21.79 67.39
T1-S2 66.13/65.44 72.33 75.00 71.12 78.30 66.25 89.61/90.48 70.53/25.78 70.87
T2-S2 68.97/68.32 75.33 74.36 71.84 80.37 65.78 92.90/90.48 71.64/28.09 72.23

TMKD

(T1, T2)-S2

65.77/65.09 70.33 63.14 66.91 75.37 63.38 70.22/79.17 68.76/22.77 65.63
MT-BERT 46.81/46.08 59.00 63.46 65.46 66.90 62.33 78.76/80.36 57.53/2.06 59.12
RL-KD 59.78/58.99 58.33 66.03 69.07 77.93 65.78 76.87/82.74 69.24/22.21 65.26
Uncertainty 58.52/57.67 59.33 64.10 70.16 77.55 65.78 80.85/83.33 69.47/22.49 65.39
TAKD

T2-A1-A2-S2
25.50/24.69 60.33 66.03 55.11 66.39 57.94 76.28/76.79 55.90/1.50 54.52

DGKD 23.68/22.96 61.00 66.99 55.96 65.71 58.73 75.45/75.60 48.06/1.50 54.00
GLMD−vc+mo

T1-S1

59.56/58.85 67.67 70.51 68.35 77.41 64.99 81.48/82.74 68.78/22.74 67.00
GLMD−vc+al 59.79/59.13 69.67 65.38 71.12 76.95 64.37 84.81/88.10 68.76/21.76 67.33
GLMD+al 58.74/58.06 70.67 70.19 69.55 76.82 63.11 85.18/85.71 68.24/22.14 67.42

Table 9: Detailed results for all methods in Table 3 on the 8 datasets of the SuperGLUE benchmark.
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